Unsupervised Building Extraction from High Resolution Satellite Images Irrespective of Rooftop Structures
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Abstract

Extraction of geospatial data from the photogrammetric sensing images becomes more and more important with the advances in the technology. Today Geographic Information Systems are used in a large variety of applications in engineering, city planning and social sciences. Geospatial data like roads, buildings and rivers are the most critical feeds of a GIS database. However, extracting buildings is one of the most complex and challenging tasks as there exist a lot of inhomogeneity due to varying hierarchy. The variety of the type of buildings and also the shapes of rooftops are very inconstant. Also in some areas, the buildings are placed irregularly or too close to each other. For these reasons, even by using high resolution IKONOS and QuickBird satellite imagery the quality percentage of building extraction is very less. This paper proposes a solution to the problem of automatic and unsupervised extraction of building features irrespective of rooftop structures in multispectral satellite images. The algorithm instead of detecting the region of interest, eliminates areas other than the region of interest which extracts the rooftops completely irrespective of their shapes. Extensive tests indicate that the methodology performs well to extract buildings in complex environments.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Cartographic feature extraction systems can be categorized by the type of sensor data used. Some of the researches concentrate on the fusion of more than one data sources. These methods usually use the advantages of height information in 3-d data set. One common approach is to use more than one aerial or satellite images and getting the height information using photogrammetric calculations [1, 2, 3, 4]. Also usage of new technologies such as LIDAR (Light Detection And Ranging), which provides high vertical accuracy and high point density, becomes popular. Some of these make use of the fusion of LIDAR and satellite image [5, 6]. Another important category of the Cartographic feature extraction systems extracts objects by using monocular aerial or satellite imagery. Wei and Zhao [7] introduce an approach, where they first cluster of the satellite image using an unsupervised learning method and used the shadow information to verify the existence of building. Then, for each building boundary, Canny operator is used for extracting edges and finally the system detects lines using Hough transform. Mayungaa [8] works on an active contour model which is commonly known as a snake algorithm for a semiautomatic building extraction method. In this method the user has to click to the approximate center of each building; then the algorithm generates the border of this building. Jin and Davis [9] proposed an automated building-extraction strategy for high-resolution satellite imagery that utilizes structural, contextual, and spectral information. The system runs automatically without pre-classification or any training sets, although some initial algorithm parameters must be set by the user.
Recent researches in this area focus on automatic and unsupervised extraction of buildings. Akçay and Aksoy [10] proposed a method for unsupervised segmentation and object detection in high-resolution satellite images but the system performance varies depending on different rooftop structures. Aytekin and Erener [11] proposed an algorithm for automatic and unsupervised building extraction from urban environments. Better performance is ensured by the method but the major drawback is over detection. Use of local feature vectors and a probabilistic framework for the extraction of buildings having diverse characteristics and appearance is also discussed [12, 13]. Though the method is efficient the algorithm is not strictly unsupervised. Recently, a novel approach for automatic detection of buildings with a gable roof from very-high-resolution aerial images, covering particularly rural areas is proposed [14]. The method can be modified for other rooftop structures but a single algorithm is not sufficient for detection of buildings irrespective of rooftop structures.

Most of the works in the literature are either designed for specific applications or need some prior knowledge, such as human's interaction for the extraction of buildings. Recent works which are focussed on unsupervised and automatic detection techniques are mostly restricted to specific types of shapes or surface features. A complex urban environment includes various shapes and surface materials which make the detection process complicated and in many cases pixels belonging to roof tops of buildings may wrongly identify as road pixels because both have linear features. Depending on roof top structure the system performance varies drastically and a single algorithm which is fully automatic and unsupervised which can be applied for any type of roof top structures with any complexity levels is difficult. A solution for this problem is proposed in this paper by eliminating inhomogeneities due to varying hierarchy. The algorithm, instead of focussing the region of interest, considers regions other than the areas having building features. The method is evaluated with various qualitative and quantitative measures which validates the superior performance of the proposed method.

The paper is organized as follows: The methodology and the algorithm are discussed in Section 2. Result analysis and performance evaluation are described in Section 3. Finally the paper is concluded in Section 4.

2. THE METHODOLOGY

In this paper, Quickbird satellite imagery is used to test the building extraction strategy. The input Pan sharpened multi-spectral satellite (PSMS) imagery is derived by pan sharpening from a low resolution(2.4m) multi-spectral (R,G,B,NIR) bands and high resolution (0.6m) panchromatic band Quick bird image. Pan sharpening is a pixel level fusion technique used to increase the spatial resolution of the multi spectral image using spatial information from the high resolution panchromatic image while preserving the spectral information in the multispectral image. Thus the input PSMS image obtained will have a resolution of 0.6m with multispectral (R, G, B, NIR) bands. This is done using Multispec32 which is a freeware multispectral image data analysis system. Multispec32 generates the .lan file of the PSMS image using high resolution panchromatic and low resolution multispectral satellite imagery. The resultant PSMS image has the same resolution as that of PAN image (Figure 1).
The method first calculates NDVI (Normalized Difference Vegetation Index) and chromaticity to intensity ratio for the initial level of segmentation. Next, rooftops and roads are detected and eliminated. Then principal component analysis and area analysis is done to get accurate results. The block diagram of the proposed system is shown in figure 2.

2.1. Calculation of Normalized Difference Vegetation Index
The NDVI is a simple graphical indicator that can be used to analyze remote sensing measurements, typically but not necessarily from a space platform, and assess whether the target being observed contains live green vegetation or not. Healthy vegetation absorbs most of the visible light that hits it, and reflects a large portion of the near-infrared light. Unhealthy or
sparse vegetation reflects more visible light and less near-infrared light. It is possible to measure the intensity of light coming off the Earth in visible and near-infrared wavelengths and quantify the photosynthetic capacity of the vegetation in a given pixel (one pixel is 0.6 square km in our concern) of land surface. Nearly all satellite Vegetation Indices employ this difference formula to quantify the density of plant growth on the Earth — near-infrared radiation minus visible radiation divided by near-infrared radiation plus visible radiation. The result of this formula is called the Normalized Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI). Written mathematically, the formula is:

\[
NDVI = \frac{NIR - R}{NIR + R}
\]

where \(NIR\) is the reflectance value in the near-infrared channel, and \(R\) is the reflectance value in the red channel. Calculations of NDVI for a given pixel always result in a number that ranges from minus one (-1) to plus one (+1); however, no green leaves gives a value close to zero. A zero means no vegetation and close to +1 (0.8 to 0.9) indicates the highest possible density of green leaves.

IF \((NDVI \geq 0.06)\) THEN ASSIGN Vegetation region;
ELSE ASSIGN Building region;

The NDVI image can be obtained in MATLAB by reading the NIR data of the image from its .lan file generated using the software Multispec32. Thus vegetation can be eliminated by the comparison of obtained NDVI image and the original image. Regions are considered to be vegetation and the building hypotheses are rejected when the NDVI value is higher than 0.06. Figure 3 shows PSMS Quickbird image and corresponding vegetation masked image.

2.1. Calculation of Chromaticity to Intensity Ratio
To detect shadow in the PAN sharpened, vegetation masked image, the ratio chromaticity to luminescence has to be found [15]. For this RGB space is converted to YIQ space. As the shadow regions are comparatively darker compared to other regions they will have higher ratio of \(Q\) to \(I\). A suitable threshold is determined by Otsu's method [16] as the amount of shadows present in the high-resolution imagery will vary depending on the sun azimuth and elevation angles and the sensor azimuth angle.

Otsu's thresholding method involves iterating through all the possible threshold values and calculating a measure of spread for the pixel levels each side of the threshold, i.e. the pixels that either fall in foreground or background. The aim is to find the threshold value where the sum of
foreground and background spreads is at its minimum. This can be achieved by finding a threshold with the maximum between class variance and minimum within class variance. This can be calculated by the following equations (3 and 4).

\[
\text{Within Class Variance } \sigma_w^2 = W_b\sigma_b^2 + W_f\sigma_f^2 \\
\text{Between Class Variance } \sigma_B^2 = \sigma^2 - \sigma_w^2
\]

\[
= W_b(\mu_b - \mu)^2 + W_f(\mu_f - \mu)^2 \quad (\text{where } \mu = W_b\mu_b + W_f\mu_f) \\
= W_bW_f(\mu_b - \mu_f)^2
\]

where weight, mean and variance are represented by \(w\), \(\mu\) and \(\sigma\). The foreground and background regions are distinguished as \(f\) and \(b\). Figure below shows the result of shadow masking.

**FIGURE 4: Shadow masked Image**

### 2.2. Rooftop Detection

For the detection of rooftops a segmentation algorithm is required. Most of the segmentation algorithms work only on gray scale images but our image is a 4-band multispectral image. In order to retain the spectral features even after segmentation a mean shift algorithm is used [17]. As for image segmentation, the aim is to cluster pixels sharing a similarity in pixel values. For this purpose, the filtering procedure is run and all convergence points are stored. The mean shift vector always points toward the direction of the maximum increase in the density. The mean shift procedure, obtained by successive computation of the mean shift vector \(m_h(x_t)\) and translation of the window \(x_{t+1} = x_t + m_h(x_t)\) is guaranteed to converge to a point where the gradient of density function is zero. Coming to our concern, iterative calculation of mean shift vectors converges to a stationary point of the density, which corresponds to the modes of the image, i.e. homogenous structures in general. The pixel points converging to the same mode, are closer to each other in terms of spatial extend and color bandwidth. These pixels are segmented as the same cluster. In fact, mean shift vectors are aligned towards the similarity of colors incorporating spatial information. The algorithm for mean shift segmentation is as follows (Table.1):
2.3. Road Detection

After segmentation, some noises seen with the buildings in segmented regions. The edges of these regions are irregular. Hole filling followed by morphological opening operation is used to remove pseudo pixels and smooth building’s edge. A hole may be defined as a background.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Step</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>Convert the image from RGB space to LUV space.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>Select a data point (center pixel) from the image randomly (not labeled).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>Set the value of that point as the mean.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>Find all the data points having the same value (a value within a specified range).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>Cluster those points.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.</td>
<td>Select a point from the cluster.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.</td>
<td>If it is within a window or specified bandwidth(radius) from the center pixel, Yes-label it No-no change</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.</td>
<td>Go to step 5 until all the points in the cluster are evaluated.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.</td>
<td>Calculate the peaks of points having the same label.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.</td>
<td>If distance between the peaks of two labeled segments is less than or equal to bandwidth/2, Yes-merge them No-no change</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11.</td>
<td>Compute the mean shift vector of the clustered points $m_h(x)$.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12.</td>
<td>Translate the window to the next point $x^{t+1}$.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13.</td>
<td>If $x^{t+1} = x^t$ Yes- go to step 14 No- go to step 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14.</td>
<td>If all the points are labeled Yes-end No-go to step 1.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TABLE 1:** Algorithm for mean shift segmentation

FIGURE 5: Mean shift segmented Image

**FIGURE 5:** Mean shift segmented Image

**2.3. Road Detection**

After segmentation, some noises seen with the buildings in segmented regions. The edges of these regions are irregular. Hole filling followed by morphological opening operation is used to remove pseudo pixels and smooth building’s edge. A hole may be defined as a background.
region surrounded by a connected border of foreground pixels. Let $A$ denote a set of points whose elements are 8-connected boundaries, each boundary enclosing a background region (a hole). Given a point in each $X_k$ defined by (5) as a hole, the objective is to fill all the holes with ones.

$$X_k = (X_{k-1} \oplus B) \cap A^{c} \quad k=1,2,3,\ldots$$  \hspace{1cm} (5)

Opening operation is of the form (6):

$$X \circ B = (X \Theta B) \oplus B$$  \hspace{1cm} (6)

That is, image $X$ is eroded by structure element $B$ (equation 7), then it is dilated by $B$. We define,

$$B = \begin{bmatrix} 1 & 1 & 1 \\ 1 & 1 & 1 \\ 1 & 1 & 1 \end{bmatrix}$$  \hspace{1cm} (7)

Figure 6(a) and 6(b) show the results of hole filling and morphological opening. After morphological treatment, edges have become smooth, but there are still some discrete noise. Pixels belonging to rooftop of buildings may wrongly identify as road pixels because both have linear features. To eliminate this, skeletonise the image (figure 7(a)), as now our region of interest is main roads alone.

For skeletonization, label pixel $p$ if and only if the rules 1, 2, 3, 4 are all satisfied.

**Rule 1:** The pixel under consideration must presently be black. If the pixel is already white, no action needs to be taken.

**Rule 2:** At least one of the pixel's close neighbours must be white.

**Rule 3:** The pixel must have more than one black neighbour.

**Rule 4:** A pixel cannot be removed if it results in its neighbours being disconnected.
After each iteration the labeled pixels are deleted. The algorithm is performed until one pixel wide skeleton is obtained.

For identifying whether a segment is road or not, find out the length of the segments which is equal to the number of pixels in skeleton. From the distribution of length of segments threshold is automatically estimated using Otsu’s method. If length is greater than this threshold then classify it as road. In the skeletonised image, there may be unwanted branches which are obviously non-road segments. So end points of the skeletons, which have only one neighbor, are removed (figure 7(b)) for better result. Figure 8 is the road masked image after these operations.

![Figure 7(a): Skeletonized Image](image1)

![Figure 7(b): Skeletonized Image with end points removed](image2)

![Figure 8: Road masked image](image3)

### 2.3. Elimination of Very Thin Segments

Some small objects such as cars, trees on the side of roads can also be viewed as thin stripes after skeletonization. This can be eliminated by applying, principal component analysis (PCA) to each segment. Very thin segments show large variances along the first principal component whereas small variance along the second principle component. Therefore, the ratio of the corresponding eigenvalues, provides the variances along the corresponding eigenvectors, gives an idea of how thin the segment is. Higher ratios represent unreasonably thin segments. Then, this ratio is thresholded in order to detect whether the segment is road or not. The threshold is automatically determined by Otsu’s method.

Principal component analysis (PCA) is a mathematical procedure that uses an orthogonal transformation to convert a set of observations of possibly correlated variables into a set of values
of uncorrelated variables, called principal components. The number of principal components is less than or equal to the number of original variables. This transformation is defined in such a way that the first principal component has as high a variance as possible, and each succeeding component in turn has the highest variance possible under the constraint that it be orthogonal to (uncorrelated with) the preceding components. PCA is the simplest of the true eigenvector-based multivariate analysis.

PCA is done by calculating the mean of each co-ordinate X and Y of the segment and then finding the covariance matrix. Covariance matrix for a set of data with n dimensions is given by (8) and (9).

\[ C_{mn} = \text{cov}(D_i, D_j) \]  
\[ \text{cov}(X,Y) = \sum_{i=1}^{n} \frac{(X_i - \bar{X})(Y_i - \bar{Y})}{n-1} \]  

Then find the eigen values \( \lambda_1, \lambda_2 \) of \( C_x \) using (10).

\[ |C_x - \lambda I| = 0 \]  

The eigen vector with the highest eigen value is the principal component. The eigen vectors are ordered by eigen value from highest to lowest. This gives the components in the order of significance. Form the feature vector as (11).

\[ \text{Feature vector} = (\text{eig}_1 \text{ eig}_2 \text{ eig}_3 \ldots \text{ eign}) \]  

The final data is derived by the following equation (12).

\[ \text{Final data} = \text{Row feature vector} \times \text{Row Data Adjust} \]  

Row Feature Vector is the matrix with the eigenvectors in the columns transposed so that eigen vectors are now in the rows, with the most significant eigenvector at the top. Row Adjust Data is the mean adjusted data transposed. The data items are in each column, with each row holding a separate dimension.

2.4. Area Analysis

After these operations, there are still a lot of regions which are similar to building areas. The size of these areas is very small compared to buildings and can be eliminated by connected component labelling. To verify the hypothesized connected components as building regions, area analysis is performed. For that, the minimum enclosing rectangle (MER) [18] of each and every connected component is found. Then rectangular fit is calculated as the area of the component divided by the area of its MER. If the rectangular fit is lower than a threshold, the connected component is rejected which reduces the percentage of over detection. The results of PCA and area analysis for the PSMS image are shown in figure 9.
3. RESULTS & DISCUSSION

An algorithm for fully automatic and unsupervised building extraction is presented. Figure 10 shows the extracted results compared with the manually labelled buildings used as reference. It can be seen that irrespective of shape, most of the buildings are detected without fail.

Within the test area, 49 buildings were manually delineated. As seen from the output image the same number of buildings is detected but many of the scattered points can also be considered as buildings. The manually delineated buildings were used as a reference building set to assess the unsupervised building extraction accuracy. For performance evaluation, we use the evaluation measures widely accepted for building extraction [19, 20]. The extracted buildings and the manually detected buildings are compared pixel-by-pixel. The pixels in the image are categorized into four types:

(1) True positive (TP): Both manual and unsupervised methods label the pixel belonging to the buildings.
(2) True negative (TN): Both manual and unsupervised methods label the pixel belonging to the background.
(3) False positive (FP): The unsupervised method incorrectly labels the pixel as belonging to a building.
(4) False negative (FN): The unsupervised method does not correctly label a pixel belonging to a building.

Based on these categories the system performance is evaluated using the following measures:

\[
\text{Branching Factor} = \frac{FP}{TP} \quad (13)
\]
\[
\text{Miss Factor} = \frac{FN}{TP} \quad (14)
\]
\[
\text{Detection Percentage} = 100 \times \frac{TP}{TP + FN} \quad (15)
\]
\[
\text{Quality Percentage} = 100 \times \frac{TP}{TP + FP + FN} \quad (16)
\]

The detection percentage is the percentage of building pixels correctly labelled by the proposed method. The quality percentage measures the quality of the extraction process. Performance evaluations for three different images of various complexity levels are shown in Table 2. fig. 12 and fig. 13 show the building extraction results compared with the manually detected reference for image-2 and image-3 which are shown in fig. 11.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference Images</th>
<th>Branching factor</th>
<th>Miss factor</th>
<th>Detection percentage</th>
<th>Quality percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Image 1</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>95.3</td>
<td>81.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Image 2</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>83.7</td>
<td>70.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Image 3</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>74.6</td>
<td>60.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TABLE 2**: Performance evaluation of extracted buildings

**FIGURE 11** (a) Image-2 (b) Image-3
The results of the performance evaluation show that the algorithm provides 81.5% quality percentage for image 1 which is considerably good. The detection percentage for the same case is 95.3% which is very high compared to previous methods.

In our work, masking is performed on areas other than the region of interest which helped to achieve improved performance of the algorithm. It became possible to incorporate both spatial and spectral properties of the image through the use of mean shift segmentation. Principal component analysis using statistical properties helped to achieve better adaptability for different complexity levels of urban areas. Finally extensive analysis with respect to area is done, which removes most of the unwanted pixels classified as buildings. In this approach, building extraction is completely automatic and unsupervised. Here we only provide an input which is the pansharpened multispectral image and we get an output which is the candidate buildings.

5. CONCLUSION & FUTURE WORK

In this paper, a fully automatic and unsupervised system is designed for extracting high density urban area buildings irrespective of rooftop structures from satellite images. Though the variety of the type of buildings and shapes of rooftops makes the building extraction complicated, acceptable accuracy for the extracted buildings is obtained. Quantitative analysis of the work indicates that our method is better compared to existing methods. The output image includes scattered black points which may be detected as buildings. Also some roads and pavements are also detected as roads. Future work will include post processing algorithms to reduce these errors.
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